
 

193 nm Immersion Litho Continues to Pass
Industry Scrutiny, Symposium Finds

August 22 2004

Vancouver, BC (19 August, 2004) – With no apparent obstacles to slow
its progress, 193 nm immersion (193i) lithography continues to move
toward manufacturing insertion in 2007 and holds promise for
future extension, an international symposium concluded here recently.

The International Symposium on Immersion and 157nm Lithography,
which attracted more than 250 attendees and 72 technical papers,
generally concluded that initial optimism on 193 nm immersion is being
supported by hard data from full-field prototype exposure tools, plus
encouraging progress in defectivity, resists, lens coatings, and mask
substrates. Meanwhile, Japan's Selete consortium leads development of
conventional 157 nm lithography for potential use in future
manufacturing.

“Rapid progress is visible on all critical issues for the technology, and
substantial ground has been covered in the two years since193 nm
immersion emerged as a serious lithographic option, ” said Andrew
Grenville, symposium chairman and program manager for Immersion
Strategy at International SEMATECH. “The major suppliers' schedules
are on track for exposure tools and resist development. For the tools, all
key aspects of lithographic performance have been confirmed
experimentally.”

The symposium, held August 3-5, was sponsored by SEMATECH,
Selete, and IMEC. Fourth in a series of advanced optical lithography
gatherings, it was convened as a forum to enable semiconductor
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manufacturers and suppliers to build consensus on issues affecting 193
nm immersion and 157 nm lithography development. The symposium's
findings, reported in more than 40 oral presentations, included the
following:

- No surprises have emerged to prevent the introduction of 193i for 65
nm half-pitch in 2007, and the outlook is positive for its extension to 45
nm half-pitch and possibly below. Potential solutions for achieving the
latter include hyper-numerical aperture, improved lens design, high
refractive-index fluids, high-index resists and lens material, double
exposure, and related infrastructure.

- Development of 193i exposure tools and resists remains on track.
Equipment suppliers ASML, Nikon and Canon forecast first-generation
production tools in 2005, and second-generation exposure equipment in
2006. Also, manufacturers' experiments on prototype tools confirmed
key aspects of lithographic performance, including process window and
critical-dimension (CD) uniformity.

- Greater availability of prototype full-field systems will enable revealing
experiments on process performance and defectivity. Tool suppliers
showed such data for the first time, and provided additional information
from customers – including one supplier's report on 11,000 wafers
drawn from 16 groups of users.

- Researchers are effectively addressing several critical issues, including
defectivity (through experiments and simulation on suppliers' alpha full-
field tools); process improvements for 193i resists, with and without
topcoats; significant improvements on lens coatings for final optic
durability; and demonstration of mask substrates consistent with
polarized illumination.

- Development of 157 nm lithography continues, but at a reduced level.
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Selete, which currently is installing a 157 nm scanner, will lead 157 nm
infrastructure development. In addition, there are global efforts toward
157 immersion, although eventual insertion of that technology remains
an open question. At the symposium, excellent progress was
demonstrated on a Czochralski process (CZ) growth method for calcium
fluoride lenses used in 157 nm scanners.

“The industry is optimistic about 193i, and this is supported by
increasing amounts of solid data,” said Grenville. “Overall, 193i is
standing up to industry scrutiny.”

Source: SEMATECH
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